forget it

remember you can’t beat the fight out
it gets bigger the harder you pound it
like a cunt, like a cyst, like dough, the fight ripe and reddening swells

conjure amnesia

learn to become polite, learn public, learn good, learn society, learn quiet,
learn un-balling of fists, folding of hands, interlocking of fingers
learn metered response

learn to listen to the shining
rich faces lip complaints of money shame,
beg the foundation, sediment,
sandstone
learn boredom as rest, learn always unmoving, learn unmentionable,
learning watching
learn pause, again

sit in the wooden use value labor chair and birth left good intentions swaddle liberal
sympathy of impoverished on impoverished violence totems deconstructed by remote
terrestrial drone
(I’m implying a distance)

forgive them
but don’t forgive Amerikkka. Never forgive Amerikkka.
but forgive yourself and
forgive them

remember,
they won’t kill you, the people who work, who money, who can, who pay, who eat
what they want,
when they want,
unjailed, colleged, clean, sober, housed,
remember they assume you are one
remember, you are,
you got lucky, ace-card
so practice what you’ve learned,
survive

conjure amnesia, unreadable stone face let the mask bond, unscared
newwhite it is white, it is white, like a dovelike bone last leg eggshell ivory

feather pale
each day becomes a mythical astoundment
you are a plastered statue rising, fallacious tubule
weightless, bonecloud, shining
an angel of proof floating